Small-scale immunopurification of cytochrome c oxidase for a high-throughput multiplexing analysis of enzyme activity and amount.
COX (cytochrome c oxidase) deficiency is one of the main causes of genetic mitochondrial disease and presents with multiple phenotypes, depending on whether the causative mutation exists in a mitochondrial or nuclear gene and on whether it involves an altered catalytic or structural component or an assembly factor for this membrane-embedded 13-subunit enzyme complex. COX deficiency is routinely observed in AD (Alzheimer's disease), although there is continuing debate about whether this is a causative or a secondary consequence of the condition. Altered levels of COX and reduced oxidative phosphorylation capacity have been reported in other common diseases, including cancer, and are seen as unwanted side effects in a number of drug treatments, particularly with antiretroviral and antibiotic treatments. Here, we introduce a simple, rapid, high-throughput 96-well plate protocol that uses a multiplex approach to determine the amount and activity of COX, which should find widespread use in evaluating the above diseases and in drug safety studies. Importantly, the method uses very small amounts of cell material or tissue and does not require the isolation of mitochondria. We show the utility of this approach by example of the analysis of fibroblasts from patients with COX activity deficiency and the effect of the antiretroviral drug ddC (2',3'-dideoxycytidine) on the biogenesis of the enzyme.